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Fuel50 is your new 
AI Talent Marketplace
 
Fuel50 is the AI Marketplace solution that smart-matches your people to 
personalized opportunities – career journeys, coaches and mentors, learning, jobs 
and vacancies, gigs, and projects. Harness next-gen workforce data, power internal 
talent mobility, drive workforce agility, and future-proof your organization.

Fuel50’s Marketplace 
delivers measurable impact
 
Fuel50 has impacted 80+ leading 
organizations across the globe.
 

  Increase in workforce mobility 
  over two years

  Decrease in employee churn 
  where Fuel50 was used 3X

  Increase in organization-wide   
  engagement in just 12-months

Employees
Employees get a clear sight-line 

to opportunities across the 
business and take real-time 

action within the marketplace.

Leaders
Leaders can see their talent, 

support career growth, build their 
teams, and have great career 

conversations with their people.

HR
HR harness workforce insights 

and powerful talent data to 
support future people initiatives 
and key organizational strategy.

+55%

60%

3-30%

http://www.fuel50.com
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2 Book demo at fuel50.com/demo

Fuel50 is the only proven marketplace 
solution that has delivered talent retention 
and workforce mobility at scale.
 
Fuel50 continues to do the things that nobody else can do.
 

 Hyper-Personalization 
 Build your unique career DNA within Fuel50 
 and become immersed in your own personalized 
 marketplace experience.

 Advanced AI Career Journeys 
 Fuel50 has integrated its world-renowned 
 career journeys solution seamlessly into 
 your marketplace.

 Talent Mobility & Workforce Planning 
 Surface deep talent insights, design your teams, 
 manage pipelines, and power your succession 
 and redeployment.

 AI Architecture 
 We’ve reinvented the architecture ecosystem, 
 for good. It’s time to go beyond linear, clunky 
 career frameworks.

Reimagine the workforce 
with Fuel50’s AI Architecture
 
Fuel50 and its all-star team of I/O Psychologists, 
Workforce Architects, & AI Trainers have worked with 
leading brands around the world to tackle one of HR’s 
“unsolvable challenges” — career frameworks.

Fuel50 has created a scalable, sustainable, zero-bias 
next-gen AI Architecture solution that will not only 
change your career framework but will power your 
Talent Marketplace for the future.

Plug in your own skills taxonomy or use the game-
changing Fuel50 Talent Ontology™ which is designed 
for the modern workforce.
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